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a lower rate of 420p for lower profile
(480i/480p/576i) can also be selected for
files whose target bitrate is otherwise too
high (for instance, for encoding whole
movie files). however, the 420p profile is
less suited for internet streaming because
of the lack of any frame rate information.
the maximum bitrate (in kbps) of 420p is
set to 11.1 mbps. with 120 mbps, this is
the same as 1080i-4096, and under more
aggressive settings, like 23.9 mbps to get
720p, can also be set to 68502545 for
640x480 video. this is to support up to
4096x2160. the h.264/avc encoder
provides one of three different sets of
frame sizes and bitrates (frames/s) for each
chosen profile, depending on the bitrate
target and the available link speed. figure
3: a space-efficiency graph for three
encoder profiles for full-size input 720p
video, with bitrates (in kbps) the
mainconcept setting are also available in
the public api, and are called "constant-
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bitrate" and "varying-bitrate", with more
details available in the mpeg-4 avc/h.264
quicktime encoding guide here . bitrate is
controlled using the following settings:
x264 --tune format,quantizer,bitrate,gopsize,max-intra-rate --preset
main,spelunking,sps-maxbitrate
mainconcept h 264 encoder v1 0 download
pc rate control is managed by a motionestimation algorithm, with the function set
in the global x264 option ratecontrol.targetbitrate. the value in the main preset must
be a rational between 2^pre-yuv-bitratescale and 2^pre-yuv-bitrate-scale+pre-yuvbitrate-scale-range with pre-yuv-bitratescale (in most cases 16 or 24) and pre-yuvbitrate-scale-range (default 6, but may be
adjusted for higher-bitrate encoding) as
their numeric multiplier and scale factor;
with the preset being either
ratecontrolauto or ratecontrolx (default is
ratecontrolauto). figure 2: mainconcept
h.264/avc encoder quicktime plugin feature
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set in addition, different presets may be
specified for different macroblock types,
allocating different levels of bits to each
type.
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The MainConcept H.264/AVC Encoder for
Intel Quick Sync Video SDK 5 for Windows
acts as a wrapper for the Intel Quick Sync
Video SDK 2.0. It is available in the
MainConcept Codec SDK and MC
ReferenceTM transcoding platform. For
additional installation instructions, please
contact us or look at our Getting Started
Guide, which also contains installation and
licensing information. The MainConcept
H.264/AVC Encoder for Intel Quick Sync
Video SDK 5 for Mac acts as a wrapper for
the Intel Quick Sync Video SDK 2.0. It is
available in the MainConcept Codec SDK
and MC ReferenceTM transcoding platform.
For additional installation instructions,
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please contact us or look at our Getting
Started Guide, which also contains
installation and licensing information. The
MainConcept H.264/AVC Encoder for Intel
Quick Sync Video SDK 5 for iOS acts as a
wrapper for the Intel Quick Sync Video SDK
2.0. It is available in the MainConcept
Codec SDK and MC ReferenceTM
transcoding platform. For additional
installation instructions, please contact us
or look at our Getting Started Guide, which
also contains installation and licensing
information. The MainConcept H.264/AVC
Encoder for Intel Quick Sync Video SDK 5
for Android acts as a wrapper for the Intel
Quick Sync Video SDK 2.0. It is available in
the MainConcept Codec SDK and MC
ReferenceTM transcoding platform. For
additional installation instructions, please
contact us or look at our Getting Started
Guide, which also contains installation and
licensing information. The MainConcept
H.264/AVC Encoder for Intel Quick Sync
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Video SDK 5 for Linux acts as a wrapper for
the Intel Quick Sync Video SDK 2.0. It is
available in the MainConcept Codec SDK
and MC ReferenceTM transcoding platform.
For additional installation instructions,
please contact us or look at our Getting
Started Guide, which also contains
installation and licensing information.
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